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What are you studying? I’m studying the value of using podcasts in K-12 classrooms.   I want to know 

what effect, if any, they have on student achievement.  Also, I want to identify to what extent, if any, 

podcast use changes teaching methods leading to a paradigm shift.  

What do these scores mean? These scores should show podcasts’ effect on achievement:  student 

optimism, enhanced interest, quality work and improved attention to assignment presentation are 

anticipated by-products of podcast use.  This access ought to lead to higher scores which indicate that 

podcasts impact learning.  Youth use of tech gadgets might improve study habits.  Like foreign and 

second language learning successes, other subjects benefit from podcasts enhanced lessons will be 

discovered. 

What’s the paradigm shift? Before assigning podcasts, teachers taught one way.  After looking at 

podcast benefits, educators make a conscious effort to teach differently.  This changed approach, is a 

paradigm shift.  Near the process’ end, teachers seek increased opportunities for employing these 

adopted skills.  Eventually, the skill becomes automatic and their new operating mode.  

How are you going to establish that something happened? Two groups of teachers will be asked to 

participate in this study:  those who use traditional teaching methods (control group) and educators 

who use adult generated podcasts or assign students to create podcasts (treatment group).  These 

teachers will be asked to determine what key skills, content and outcomes they want their students to 

grasp when the assignment is over.  Then, they should develop or select a test which gets at these 

identified outcomes. They will use this same test twice: once at the beginning of the unit (Pre-test) and 

again at the end (Post-test).  The Learning Activities Survey’s (LAS) design shows what changes, what 

experiences and what beliefs are connected to any change in the participants’ teaching methods. 

How are you going to establish what it means?  Pre/post-test scores for classes having podcast access 

(and/or created podcasts) should be distinct from classes without podcasts.   Podcast access 

differentiates the groups.  Reviewing analysis of each teacher’s class assessment of before/after 

behaviors, identified in the Podcast Effectiveness/or Achievement Effectiveness Surveys, should clarify 

benefits of both teaching methods for increasing student achievement.  The cross referencing and open 

response questions of the LAS depict, in his/her own words, the teacher’s journey to changed teaching. 

What is the potential meaning of this data?  Having another tool in the teacher’s arsenal is critical in 

today’s “do more for less” climate. Knowing how teachers are using podcasts for improving student 

achievement might be the edge some districts need to pass their AYP.  We may learn in what subjects, in 

which grades and in which assignments scores are currently rising: potentially standardized scores could 

also improve.  Knowing how to support teacher’s methods change could aid districts in getting their 

initiatives used and optimize cost effective budgets. Ultimately, we might learn if responsible use of 

leisure gadgets can coexist in schools which legitimately benefits student academic growth.  How to 

assist recalcitrant employees to buy into company plans would be a major plus for education. 


